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BAND INFO 
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In 2015, four dark grand masters of ceremony from Heidel-
berg/Germany summoned to found a band with the name MOTHER, 
heavy with meaning. They intended to commit their experienced souls 
to the classic DANZIG songs of the 90ies. All the highlights of the 
platinum albums „Danzig“, „Lucifuge“, „How The Gods Kill“ and „Danzig 
4“ form the band‘s magnificent repertoire. Even classics from Glenn 
Danzig‘s MISFITS days receive new honours. From gloomy ballads over 
cutting riff rockers to rapid uptempo slashers, the quartet knows how to 
deliver. They are supported by two DEVIL‘S DAUGHTERS, who seduce 
with demonic dance, even spitting flames of sheer hellfire in their most 
ecstatic moments! 



FRANK DANZIG 
Vocals 

© Photo: Yoshi Toscani 

With his dark timbre and his 
malicious phrasing he comes 
frighteningly close to the „Evil 
Elvis“. But also his dominance of 
the stage, his gestures and facial 
expressions respectfully render 
homage to the Dark Lord. 



MATT CHRIST 
Guitars 
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Not only is this gaunt sound 
architect able to appropriate 
the specific styles and pinch 
harmonics of John Christ, he 
also recreates the unique 
DANZIG sound with pain-

staking accuracy. 



ULIE VON 
Bass 
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A woofer fundament made of 
concrete hardened in Hades, 
paired with the stage presence 
and speed of a dervish are his 
special skills.  



DANNY BISCUITS 
Drums 
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When this lurid viking thrashes 
his skins and metal discs the 
sound can be heard in Valhalla. 
Despite this power, he knows all 
about precision and fleet-footed 
acrobatics behind and on top of 
his drumset. 



DEVIL‘S DAUGHTERS 
Seduction & Hellfire 
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Alluring and lascivious dance 
with veils in the wind, 
accentuated by fire fans, finger 
flames and fire spitting (*only in 
courageous clubs or during open 
airs): our Devil‘s Daughters 
know what pleases the eye, 
when the ear is long satisfied. 



MORE PHOTOS AND INFO: 
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6-SONG-DEMO STREAMED: 
 
 

 

 
 www.reverbnation.com/mother8 
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SONGLIST 
(3rd quarter of 2017) 
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